
MARS Executive Committee Meeting  

Saturday, January 15, 2005 

Ritz-Carleton, Boston, 2:00 – 4:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 

Present: 

Executive Committee Members: Doris Ann Sweet, Chair; Mary Pagliaro Popp, Vice-Chair; George 
Porter, Past Chair; Lesley Bell, Linda Keiter, Alesia McManus, Rosemary Meszaros, Pat Riesenman, Ann 
Haynes 

Committee and Task Force Chairs and Representatives:  Matthew Bejune, Linda Friend, William 
McHugh, Julie Borden, Van Houlson, Colleen Seale, Carolyn Larson, Lori Morse, Becki Whitaker, 
Marcella Stark, Natalie McDonough, Shannon Jones, Laurie Probst, Kathleen Kern, Mary Mintz, Jane 
Rutherford, Bryna Coonin, Alan Stewart 

Guests: Amy Tracy Wells 

1.  Introduction: 

Doris Ann Sweet, MARS Chair, opened the meeting and introductions were made.   

2. Review of Agenda: 

Doris Ann called for changes to the agenda. Bill McHugh asked for a discussion on Monday on whether 
to sunset Managers in MARS and suggested that the discussion on agenda item #8 start today – MARS 
in the big picture, ALA goals and the RUSA Proposal for Policies and Guidelines for the RUSA 
Website.                                                                                                                                        

3. MARS Roster: 

Doris Ann asked if members have being using the online roster and members responded that they were.  
Doris Ann had just heard from LAA that there is new online communications software being implemented 
in the Spring.  Please send corrections to Doris Ann at (dasweet@simmons.edu). 

4. Minutes: 

Mary Popp said that the Committee needs to confirm a schedule for backlog of minutes- 2003, 2004, 
2005. Jian Lu asked if draft minutes should be put on the MARS web site.  The response was yes they 
should be, labeled draft. 

5. MARS News & Announcements: 

MARS Discussion Forums at Midwinter: 

 Today at 4:30 p.m. there is a joint discussion forum  with MERS and the Virtual Reference 
Discussion Group – “Changing the Specialist Model in Virtual Reference”. 

 Local Systems & Services  – discussion forum Sunday at 11:00 a.m. on federated search engines 
and open URL’s. 

mailto:dasweet@simmons.edu


 Products & Services -  Sunday discussion forum: “Newspapers in the Digital Age” at the Marriott 
,Grand Ballroom, 9:30 11:30 a.m. 

 ACRL Spark Forum this afternoon 4-5:30. 

RUSA Booth: 

Becki Whitaker advised of the need to sort out MARS time slots for the RUSA booth at the annual 
conference. 

Conference Programs: 

Doris Ann reminded MARS Committee Chairs of Guidelines for Committee Chairs, June 25/04. The 
guidelines also include guidelines for programs. ALA  has very long deadlines for programs, eg  for ALA 
2006 Annual, proposals need to b esubmitted to RUSA by May 15, 2005. There is also a long planning 
timeline for preconferences. Collaboration on programs by committees should be considered. 
Collaborations have been very successful.  It was suggested that MARS could do a half day institute at 
Midwinter.  Attendees pay registration for institutes, so they are appealing to RUSA. . There is also a long 
planning timeline for conferences.  They need to be approved by Executive Committee at Midwinter or by 
emai.l Programs do not have to be fully formed fully formed at this point.  Amy Tracy Wells is on the 
RUSA Conference Coordinating Committee and she advised that there is some flexibility. You can submit 
a sketchy proposal.  Any MARS proposal has to be approved by Executive Committee before it goes to 
RUSA.  A MARS Committee can do a discussion forum instead of a program. There is a shorter time 
frame and it only has to be approved by MARS. Committees can also write bibliographies and develop 
guidelines. Chairs need to keep the marketing aspect of MARS in mind, for example, writing up your 
activities in Messages from MARS. Also, Chairs need to let other MARS committees know what their 
committees are doing. Make sure you send a write up to Messages from MARS. The space restriction 
has been lifted. 

6.  Forms and Deadlines & Orientation Information: 

 Doris Ann advised that MARS Committee Chairs  need to send a Committee Discussion Report 
to Planning and EXCOMM two weeks after their meetings, with copies to Chair of Planning, Chair 
& Vice Chair of MARS. It would be helpful if committee objectives were tied to RUSA goals. 

  Doris Ann passed out MARS Goals for 2004-2005. 

 Mary Popp passed out  the MARS Committee Membership Status Report and asked Chairs to 
mail or email her the completed report. She is also passing out a form at discussion forums to ask 
if attendees want to become active in MARS. 

7. Messages from MARS: 

Deadlines for Messages from Mars are: 

 February 1 is deadline for post-Midwinter issue 

 April 15 – pre-Annual Conference issue 

 July 15 – post-Annual issue 

8. MARS Business: 

a. MARS in the Big Picture: 

Doris Ann initiated the MARS Big Picture discussion and asked what the distinctions are between MARS 
and new RUSA Reference Services Section. What do we see our role as now? Is it changing?  What are 



we doing here?  Should we sunset  the MARS Managers in MARS discussion group? A discussion 
ensued: 

 Alesia MacManus responded that MARS is the only place in ALA that focuses on public services 
and electronic, and that we do it successfully.  MARS discussion forums at Midwinter reflect this. 

 Natalie McDonough commented that MARS is the only ALA group that focuses on public libraries. 

 Doris Ann commented that there were 200-225 people at the HotTopics disussion forum which 
had a focus on public service. 

 Kathleen Kern - RSS  will also have a Hot Topics group. Today the  discussion forum was on “ Is 
Print Reference Dead?”      RSS focuses on frontline librarians. It was formerly MOUSS. 

 Mary Mintz - One of our goals my be to bring the frontline librarians and the  vendors together. 

 George Porter – the HotTopics discussion came to us – Andrew Pace was looking for a public 
service forum for the discussion. That is our role. 

 Pat Riesenman - Products and Services used to be called Products and Vendors. 

 Laurie Probst – Everything we do now is technology.  It seems artificial to say that the technology 
piece is separate. 

 Bryna Coonin - We need a lot of liaison with RSS, a discussion of where will we be in five years. 

 Alesia - MARS met with RSS exec in Orlando, and will be meeting again. We need to collaborate. 

 Laurie – Nearly  everything MERS does is done by the other committees in MARS and 
elsewhere. RSS is a management of reference committee. 

 Bill McHugh -   Is MARS an anachronism? There needs to be a section in RUSA that focuses on 
frontline reference and technology. It’s a matter of emphasis and perspective.  MERS has had 
trouble finding its role in MARS. 

 Becki Whitaker - All sections of RUSA have committees that focus on electronic and technology. 
MARS is the LITA of public service. We have the expertise and clout to select electronic 
resources. 

 George - MARS people have the expertise to point out what is missing from electronic products, 
what should be there and what is desirable from a public service viewpoint. 

 Doris Ann – the strategy should be a  collaborative relationship with RSS. The Virtual Reference 
Committee is a joint committee of RSS & MARS. We are meeting with their executive committee 
on Tuesday. We are in full communication with them. 

 Van Houlson - What about the name, MARS? Can we look at it? ( a discussion of the name of 
MARS followed) 

 Amy Tracy Wells - What does RUSA board perceive that the differences are between MARS and 
RSS? Amy is on RUSA Board.  (She will pursue this and report back.) 

 Doris Ann -   RSS Virtual Ref Committee is electronic.  It’s a joint commitee. 

 Doris Ann asked that committee chairs walk through these issues with their committee. 

 Pat R. - Will  RSS have an e-mail reporting service?  Perhaps MARS members should sign up. 

 Becki - MARS is very focused – RSS is not at this point.  It may end up having a front-line service 
focus. 

Handouts: 

Doris Ann handed out the following documents: 

1. RUSA Strategic Plan–200. The Executive Committee were asked to read by Monday’a meeting. 
2. ALA Draft Strategic Plan – ahead to 2010.   All committees were asked to  review for the Monday 

meeting. 
3. Proposal for Policies and Guidelines for the RUSA Website. Executive Committee is to discuss 

on Monday morning. There is quite a lot in this document on challenged content. (see  p. 4.) Doris 
Ann would like to look at this on Monday. 

Reports From MARS Units: 



1. Outreach – Shannon Jones 

Shannon Jones reported that the MARS Happy Hour had 33 people signed in, and 10 had not been to a 
Happy Hour before. She asked for suggestions for bars for Happy Hour in Chicago and commented that it 
had been hard to find a bar in Boston. Cathleen Bourdon may have a suggestion about a bar in Chicago. 
Shannon asked for program handouts for the Happy Hour in Chicago.  Doris Ann asked if there is a 
current MARS brochure. Outreach is responsible for the MARS brochure. George Porter mentioned that 
Puvlixations should be involved in the production of a MARS brochure 

2. RUSA Nominating Committee – Marcella Stark 

Marcella Stark requested that if anyone is interested in running for RUSA office to let her know. MARS 
Members should let Marcella know if they want to be nominated for MARS office. 

3. MARS 2005 Chairs Program, Sunday, June 26
th

 - Rosemary Meszaros: 

Rosemary reported that the title for the program is : ”Electronic Reference: What are our Users Telling 
Us?”  The committee is working out the details of the program. 

4. 2005 Digital Reference Preconference Planning Committee - Laurie Probst and Lisa Horowitz 

Laurie reported that the preconference will be called: “Reinvented Reference: the integration of digital and 
traditional reference.”  The keynote speaker will be Joe Janes. 

The format will be as follows: 

Morning – 3 case studies on successful integration of traditional and virtual reference with round table 
discussions. 

Afternoon – a panel with Marie Radford  and Jerilyn Veldof. The committee is still trying to find a speaker 
for next generation users.  A round table discussion will follow, and then a wrap up. Laurie asked for 
suggestions for another speaker on next generation users. The cost for the preconference is $170.00 for 
RUSA members and $102.00 for students. 

5. Public Libraries Committee - Rosemary Meszaros: 

 The committee will hold a discussion forum in Chicago entitled “Paper or Plastic? Print us Electronic”, 
then a follow up then program in New Orleans. 

6. User Access to Services – Jane Rutherford 

The committee will hold a discussion forum in Chicago: “Do you trust your IT staff? Do They Trust You?”,  
focusing on the split between public and academic libraries. Speakers are already lined up. 

7. Hot Topics – Matthew Bejune 

Matt reported on the Hot Topics discussion forum.  There was a good mix of public service and systems 
people, 200+ people – standing room only. TheChair of NISO was there, as well as vendors, members of 
NISO Standards Committee 

Linda Friend suggested thatMARS can advocate for standards for electronic reference. 



8. Local Systems & Services –Julie Borden 

LSS is holding a discussion forum, "Usability and Interface Issues for Federated Search Systems and 
OpenURL Resolvers." at the Hynes Convention Center, 4:30-5:30 pm on Sunday, January 16. Brenda 
Reeb from the University of Rochester and Julie are the speakers/discussion leaders. 

George Porter announced that on Sunday night, an  event will be held to remember Anne Lipow, at  the 
Fairmont Plaza State Suite 3, 5:00 to 6:30. Anne was a strong supporter of MARS. 

Meeting adjourned. Remaining Committee chairs to report on Monday or Tuesday. 

Minutes Submitted by:  Lesley Bell, MARS Secretary, June 22, 2005 

 


